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Abstract: High spatial-temporal resolution plays a vital role in the application of geoscience dynamic
observance and prediction. However, thanks to the constraints of technology and budget, it is
troublesome for one satellite detector to get high spatial-temporal resolution remote sensing images.
Individuals have developed spatiotemporal image fusion technology to resolve this downside, and
deep remote sensing images with spatiotemporal resolution have become a possible and efficient
answer. Due to the fixed size of the receptive field of convolutional neural networks, the features
extracted by convolution operations cannot capture long-range features, so the correlation of global
features cannot be modeled in the deep learning process. We propose a spatiotemporal fusion model
of remote sensing images to solve these problems based on a dual branch feedback mechanism and
texture transformer. The model separates the network from the coarse-fine images with similar
structures through the idea of double branches and reduces the dependence of images on time series.
It principally merges the benefits of transformer and convolution network and employs feedback
mechanism and texture transformer to extract additional spatial and temporal distinction features.
The primary function of the transformer module is to learn global temporal correlations and fuse
temporal features with spatial features. To completely extract additional elaborated features in several
stages, we have a tendency to design a feedback mechanism module. This module chiefly refines the
low-level representation through high-level info and obtains additional elaborated features when
considering the temporal and spacial characteristics. We have a tendency to receive good results by
comparison with four typical spatiotemporal fusion algorithms, proving our model’s superiority and
robustness.

Keywords: remote sensing images; spatiotemporal image fusion; feedback mechanism; texture
tran-sformer; detailed features

1. Introduction

The advancement and popularization of sensor technology have promoted the wide
application of remote sensing image-related research in human activities. For example, the
high-quality spatiotemporal remote sensing images we have obtained through satellite
remote sensing technology have great research significance in areas [1,2] such as crop
monitoring [3], forest monitoring [4], land-cover change monitoring [5], real-time urban
disaster monitoring [6], and water resource evaluation [7]. These applications require
the spatial resolution of surface details (texture and structure of ground objects) and an
intensive time series of remote sensing image data to capture changes in the ground
for accurate classification and identification. However, in practical applications, there
are still some unavoidable technical and budget restrictions, resulting in trade-offs of
time, space, and spectral resolution of remote sensing images of earth observation data,
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leading to difficulties in obtaining remote sensing images with high-temporal and high-
spatial resolutions [8,9]. In most cases, we select at least two different data sources to
generate high-quality fused images:the main features of the Landsat 8 data source are
that most spectral bands have a spatial resolution of 30 m and a temporal resolution of
16 days, long-term repeated measurements and the resulting data are coarse images with
high temporal-low spatial (HTLS) resolution [10]. The other is the MODerate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODISI) image, primarily characterized by covering a large
area of our planet, with a spatial resolution of 250 to 1000 m and different wavelengths,
and requires being acquired every day. The obtained data are fine images of low spatial
and high temporal (LTHS) images [11]. Due to insufficient information from a single data
source, researchers have proposed a combination of remote image sensing spatiotemporal
fusion algorithms, which merge high spatiotemporal resolution images from multiple data
sources to obtain high spatiotemporal information fusion images. We use Landsat 8 and
MODIS data sources to synthesize images simultaneously with high spatial-high temporal
resolution. In this way, it is proven that multiple information sources will obtain higher
and richer characteristic data than only one, and many outstanding research results have
been achieved, providing theoretical support for later application research.

Since Tsai proposed [12] image super-resolution reconstruction in 1984, many scholars
have researched and discussed the topic. Super-resolution reconstruction technology is
a method for obtaining high-resolution images from processing low-pixel images. Due
to the advantages of low cost, short consumption period, ample room for improvement,
comprehensive coverage, large amount of information, and good durability, this technol-
ogy has been widely used [13]. High-resolution remote sensing images have been used
in various fields, such as environmental monitoring, urban planning, and emergency res-
cue [14,15], but how to get high-resolution images at a low cost and in a short time has
always been a problem that needs to be solved in the field of remote sensing [16]. In this
study, high-quality images were obtained by combining the spatiotemporal fusion rules of
remote sensing images with super-resolution reconstruction, which laid a good foundation
for future applications.

After years of development, researchers have proposed two types of spatial-temporal
fusion models for remote sensing images: traditional models and models based on deep
learning, as described in Section 2. Although some of these models have achieved ex-
emplary application results, there are still significant theoretical differences between the
surface and the collected data. For example, how to select HTLS and low-temporal high-
spatial (LTHS) images and reference images is very meaningful because all high-frequency
information in the whole modeling process comes from these selected data. If there is a
significant difference between the reference image and the predicted image, the final fusion
result will not reach an acceptable result. Second, the actual data are often contaminated
by penumbra and noise, which is theoretically inconsistent with the processed usable
datasets. In order to solve these problems, we must further enhance the quality of the
prediction image.

This research proposes a feedback and texture transformer-based spatiotemporal
fusion model for remote sensing images, which is obtained by redesigning the network
based on the Enhanced Deep Convolutional Spatiotemporal Fusion Network (EDCSTFN)
model. Our model contains a total of five characteristics: (1) The model needs at least two
pairs of MODIS–Landsat images to get high-quality predicted images, and the predicted
image information entirely relies on a continuous time series. (2) The transformer was
initially applied in natural language processing [17]. With the development of research,
it gradually abandoned convolution and recursion modules and is wholly based on the
self-attention mechanism, which has strong parallelism. Our model employs a dual-branch
feedback mechanism and a texture converter and considers images’ dependence on time
series. Therefore, the network not only starts from the structural similarity of the coarse
and fine image pairs but also uses the rich texture information in the adjacent images to
predict the fine images and improve the quality of image reconstruction. (3) The same
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dual-branch texture transformer is used to make the prediction image obtain more detailed
information accurately. (4) Both branches of the model use a feedback mechanism to refine
low-level representations of high-level information. (5) The model utilizes a composite loss
function to analyze the fusion results, which include content and visual losses. The primary
purpose is to preserve the high-frequency information to make the generated image clearer.
In this study, three datasets, Aruhorqin Banner (AHB), Coleambally Ignition District (CIA),
and Lower Gwydir Basin (LGC), were selected for comparative analysis with the classical
fusion model. The results display that the model offered in this paper enhances the fusion
accuracy, prediction results, and the quality of fused images.

2. Related Works

In machine learning, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have attracted signifi-
cant attention [18]. A CNN is a deep feedforward neural network trained and designed
using prior knowledge and mainly extracts rich feature information from multiple test
paper layers. A classic CNN is composed of five parts: one or more inputs, one or more
convolutional layers, and one or more subsampling layers (or pooling layers) [19]. Previ-
ous researchers extracted more advanced features by increasing the convolutional layers
while avoiding network overfitting caused by the increase in layers. CNNs have become
efficient frameworks for addressing the problem of image feature extraction and recogni-
tion [20]. With the progress of research, CNNs have been gradually applied to the field of
image super-resolution reconstruction and data fusion from their original use for extracting
high-level features in image classification and recognition tasks [21,22].

CNN outperforms other computer vision tasks in image super-resolution [23]. Super-
Resolution Convolutional Network (SRCNN) first used a three-layer CNN in image SR to
learn complex LR-HR mapping. Very Deep Convolutional Networks (VDSR) [24] increase
the depth of CNN to 20 layers to use more contextual information in the LR image and
adopts the method for jumping connections to overcome the difficulty of optimization
when the network is deep. In recent studies, different jump connections have been used
to achieve super-resolution image reconstruction. Super-Resolution Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (SRGAN) [25] and Enhanced Deep Residual Networks (EDSR) [26] use the
residual jump connection [27], which improves the accuracy of the reconstruction image
effect. Super-Resolution Using Dense Skip Connections Networks (SRDenseNet) [28] use
the dense skip connection [29] to obtain more characteristic information [30]. A combina-
tion of local/global residuals and dense skip connections was incorporated into its RDN.
Experiments have revealed that these models perform well in super-resolution image re-
construction. However, the following two problems still exist: The first problem is that due
to the use of skip connections or a bottom-up combination of hierarchical features in these
network architectures, they only extract low-level features, and the ability of the upper
layer to receive information is limited by the small receptive field and lack of sufficient
contextual information, which further limits the network’s reconstruction ability. The
second problem is “space-time contradiction”; that is, there is a problem that the spatial
and temporal resolutions of remote sensing images are mutually restricted.

With the continuous development of deep learning models, research based on CNN
has gradually been applied to the spatial-temporal fusion of remote sensing images, but it
is still at an early stage. By reading a lot of the literature in this research area, we concluded
that the existing spatiotemporal fusion algorithms could be divided into five categories:
(1) transformation-based, (2) reconstruction-based, (3) Bayesian-based, (4) learning-based,
and (5) pan-sharpening-based.

The transform-based methods mainly adopt mathematical transformation technol-
ogy [31], such as the wavelet transform. Because of multi-source data integration, the
original image pixel is represented in another abstract space by mapping. The data are
converted from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. This method has two charac-
teristics: the first is that it extracts clear high-frequency information from the transformed
LTHS image and fuses it with the HTLS image to obtain high-quality fused images. Second,
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it has spatial generality, and different types of features can be extracted from different
spatial images using fusion rules [32].

Methods based on reconfiguration are divided into two categories: weight function-
based and unmixing-based. The weight function method mainly evaluates HTLS images
by setting the weight function and combining the image reflectivity. The classical methods
include the spatiotemporal adaptive reflectivity fusion model (STARFM), the spatiotempo-
ral adaptive algorithm for mapping reflectance change (STARCH) [33], and the enhanced
STARFM (ESTARFM) [34]. The unmixing method mainly uses spectral unmixing theory
and an unmixing algorithm to build the fusion model. It mainly uses HTLS images to re-
construct the corresponding LTHS images. Existing methods include the spatiotemporal re-
flectivity unmixing model (STRUM) [35], flexible spatiotemporal data fusion (FSDAF) [36],
unmixing-based data fusion (UBDF) [37], the spatial attraction model (SAM) [38], and the
spatiotemporal data fusion algorithm (STDFA) [39].

The Bayesian-based method integrates the spatiotemporal spectrum into a unified
framework, allowing the input image is not limited to achieving the most realistic prediction
results. Existing methods include the unified fusion method [40] and the Bayesian fusion
method.

The learning-based method does not require the manual setting of the fusion rules. It
mainly uses existing archived data to train the supervised deep learning model. Existing
learning-based fusion methods include the sparse-representation-based spatiotemporal
reflectance fusion model (SPSTFM) [41], spatiotemporal fusion using a deep convolu-
tional pair neural network (STFDCNN) [42] deep convolutional spatiotemporal fusion
network (DCSTFN) [43], enhanced DCSTFN(EDCSTFN) [44], two-stream convolutional
neural network for spatiotemporal image fusion (STFNET) [45], and generative adversarial
network-based spatiotemporal fusion model (GAN-STFM) [46].

Based on pan-sharpening fusion, the CNN model is applied to panchromatic and
multispectral images. With the deepening of remote sensing research, many researchers
have proposed various panchromatic sharpening methods; typical methods include intense
hue saturation (IHS) [47–49], principal component analysis (PCA) [50,51], Brovey transform
(BT) [52], Laplacian pyramid decomposition [53], wavelet transform [54], and curvilinear
transformation under different resolutions [55–57].

Although the progress of sensor technology has dramatically improved the accuracy
of satellite observation, the following problems remain. First, the absence of technology
and budget makes it impossible to obtain high temporal and spatial resolution images
directly. Second, there is always a trade-off between the temporal, spatial, and spectral
resolution of the observation data we obtain, so it is challenging to continuously get
LTHS and HTLS data pairs for research. Therefore, this research model combines the
concepts of ConvNet and transformer and uses VGGNet and transformer as the backbone
networks, which are mainly reflected in two aspects: on the one hand, members of the
team are studying the super-resolution reconstruction technology based on the transformer
network and published research results; on the other hand, it borrows the state-of-the-art in
spatiotemporal fusion models and super-resolution reconstruction from other papers and
adds texture converters and feedback mechanisms to supplement the input data, extract as
much helpful information as possible, and at the same time, reduce the model parameters
for the best output image quality. We believe this fusion method can provide a reference
for future research and has a promising practical application prospect.

3. Methodology

Our proposed method consists of five significant steps: (1) describe the overall frame-
work diagram of the network model in this study, (2) construct a two-branch texture
transformer, (3) use a feedback mechanism to obtain more details, (4) use fusion rules for
fusion, and (5) use composite loss. The function performs image analysis to generate the
final image, the details of which are discussed below.
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3.1. Overall Model Architecture

Inspired by the data fusion models of EDCSTFN and DCSTFN, this paper proposes a
deep convolution fusion network that can generate high spatial-temporal resolution remote
sensing images. This research adopts a similar “encoder merge decoder” architecture with
two streams. The overall network architecture is shown in Figure 1. From the figure,
it can be seen that the model’s architecture has three parts: the first part is the branch in
the upper left corner and the branch in the lower left corner, which is called the encoder.
The branch in the upper left corner mainly extracts high-frequency information similar to
the T0 time image and T1 time image; the branch in the lower left corner mainly extracts
high-frequency information similar to the T2 time image and T1 time image. The second
part is where the two branches intersect, which is called the fusion part. It mainly uses
fusion rules to combine extracted features with the same dimension and size. The third
part is the decoder, which is mainly responsible for restoring these advanced features to
the original pixel space to get the final high-quality reconstructed image.

Figure 1. The backbone network is based on two branches. (M0 represents the coarse image (MODIS
Image) of the first pair of reference images, M1 represents the coarse image of the prediction image,
M2 represents the coarse image of the second pair of reference images, L0 represents the fine image
(Landsat Image) of the first pair of reference images, L1 represents the fine image of the prediction
image, L2 represents the fine image of the second pair of reference images, and H1 represents the
prediction image).

In this model, the two sub-network branches of the encoder have the same network
structure, and its primary purpose is to explain the type of image input. Because the
image depends on a continuous time series, the first upper left branch is mainly used to
obtain the image at T0 before T1, while the second lower left branch is used to obtain the
image at T2 after T1, and finally, a high-quality fused image is obtained through the fusion
reconstruction stage. Figure 2 shows the detailed schematic diagram of the model; SFE
represents the residual module, which is mainly used to learn the difference between the
reference date and the predicted date.
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Figure 2. Diagram of backbone network details based on two branches. (S represents soft attention,
H represents hard attention, M1 represents the coarse image of the prediction image, M1 ↑ represents
the coarse image of the up sampled prediction image, L0 represents the fine image table of the
prediction image, L0 ↓↑ represents the fine image of the up sampled and down sampled prediction
image, and H1 represents the prediction image).

3.2. Texture Transformer

Furthermore, because more texture features can be obtained from LTHS and HTLS
while reducing memory and time to achieve the best fusion effect, this study used a texture
transformer, which uses high-resolution images (thin images) as reference images (L0).
In this way, the relevant texture is transferred to the LR image [58], transmitting the corre-
sponding and accurate texture features. Texture transformers can be used overlappingly
and integrate feature information across scales so that more texture information can be
extracted from the reference image and applied to texture restoration at different stages.
Our texture transformer model consists of four parts. First, the learnable texture extractor
(LTE) is primarily used to update parameters in the end-to-end process while the joint
features of LR and the reference image are embedded, ensuring that the attention mecha-
nism has a solid foundation in the super-split reconstruction [59]. Second, the relational
embedded (RE) module is mainly used to calculate the correlation between the LR and
reference images. In essence, the features extracted from the LR and reference images can
serve as a converter to form the pattern of a long beadle and key from which the hard
attention (HA) and soft attention (SA) graphs are obtained. The third and fourth modules
are the hard and soft attention graphs, which are mainly used to convert high-resolution
features from the reference image and fuse them into the LR features extracted from the
trunk through an attention graph, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Detail of texture transformer. (M1 represents the coarse image of the prediction image,
M1 ↑ represents the coarse image of the up sampled prediction image, L0 represents the fine image
table of the prediction image, L0 ↓↑ represents the fine image of the up sampled prediction image,
and H1 represents the prediction image).

In the texture converter, we obtain texture features such as Q (query), K (key), and
V (value) from the up sampled M1 images, sequential down sampled/up sampled L0
images and original L0 images. F is the M1 feature extracted from the backbone of DNN
and further fused with the transmitted texture feature T to generate the SR output. The
formula for the texture extraction process is shown in (1)–(3):

Q = LTE(M1 ↑) (1)

K = LTE(L0 ↓↑) (2)

V = LTE(L0) (3)

Q, K, and V in the formula represent the three essential elements of the internal concern
mechanism of the extracted texture feature transformer and will be further used to associate
the embedded module. The purpose of correlation embedding is to embed the correlation
between M1 and L0 images by estimating the similarity between Q and K. The correlation
embedding formula is (4):

Ri,j =<
qi
‖ qi ‖

,
k j

‖ k j ‖
> (4)

In the formula, the patch expansion of K is shown, and finally, the correlation between
the two patches is obtained through normalization processing.

In the hard attention module (H stands for hard attention in the text), an “attention
map” H is calculated. We can regard the value of hi as a hard index, which represents
the position in the L0 image that is most relevant to the ith position in the M1 image. HR
represents the texture feature T obtained from the L0 image. For H, we can obtain the sum
of multiple hi, where hi is calculated by correlation and Formulas (5) and (6) are obtained:

hi = arg max
j

Ri,j (5)

H =
n

∑
i=1

hi (6)
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The soft attention (S stands for soft attention in the text) mechanism’s formula is
determined using Equations (7) and (8):

si = arg max
j

Ri,j (7)

S =
n

∑
i=1

si (8)

The following formula, Formula (9), represents the output of the final image of the
texture converter:

Fout = F + Conv(Concat(F, T)) ∗Ws + Conv(Concat(F, T)) ∗Wh (9)

where F represents the M1 feature in the backbone network, T represents the fusion feature,
S represents the SA graph, H represents the HA graph, and W represents the training
weight. The texture converter can effectively convert HR-related texture features in the L0
image to M1 features, which improves the accuracy of the texture generation process.

3.3. Feedback Mechanism

In cognitive theory, feedback connections connecting cortical visual areas can transmit
response signals from higher-order areas to lower-order areas [60,61]. Feedback mecha-
nisms work top-down, passing high-level information to the previous level and refining
lower-level encoded information. To recover more detailed information from the rough
image, that is to say, to recover a better SR image from the LR image, the model uses a
feedback mechanism in both branches [62]. Most traditional deep learning-based networks
share information in a feedforward manner. However, the feedforward approach prevents
the previous layer from accessing helpful information from the lower layer, even if skipped
connections are used, and this feedback has strong early reconstruction capabilities with
very few parameters. The feedback mechanism can make each network output correct the
previous state iteratively. The feedback mechanism in this paper consists of three parts in
the iteration process: Provide LR input feature extraction blocks in each iteration—low-
resolution feedback block (LRFB) (to ensure the availability of low-level information, which
needs to be refined), a feedback block (FB), and a reconstruction block (RB) [62]. Figure 4
shows the structure of the feedback mechanism, in which the weights of each block are
shared across time.

Figure 4. Detail of the feedback. (M represents the original low-resolution image, H1, H2, H3, and H4

represent the reconstructed images at different stages).
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In the process of the M feature extraction block (i.e., feature extraction of a coarse
image), the filter is composed of the network layer in the VGG [63] network. Then, we get
the shallow feature of the input LR image as Ft

in, as shown in Formula (10):

Ft
in = fLRFB(IM) (10)

Due to the principle of the feedback mechanism, this shallow feature will then be used
as the input to FB. In this paper, F1

in is regarded as the initial hidden state F0
out. In the t-th

iteration, FB receives the hidden state F(t−1) of the previous iteration through the feedback
connection and receives the shallow feature Ft

in. The output of FB is represented by F0
out

and is shown in Formula (11).
F0

out = fFB(Ft−1
out , F1

in) (11)

In the reconstruction stage, Formulas (12) and (13) after t iterations are as follows:

It
Res = fRB(Ft

out) (12)

It
H1

= It
Res + fup(IM) (13)

where fRB represents the operation of the reconstruction block, It
Res is a residual block

produced according to M, and fup represents the operation of the up sampled kernel.
In the fusion stage, this model is mainly the fusion of the image characteristics of the

double branch, the essence of which is in this model from the input to the final stage in
the iterative convergence of fusion. That is to say, in the text, the transformer stage fuses
to characteristics, the feedback stage fuses to images, and the last are characteristic of the
fusion stage finally. Multiple fusions result in optimal image quality.

Lcompound is a composite loss function, including content loss (content loss is the basic
requirement of the image reconstruction process. Its main function is to ensure the integrity
of image content, such as texture and tone), feature loss, and visual loss. Its main purpose
is to enhance the clarity of the predicted image. The formula is shown in (14):

Lcompound = Lcontent + L f eature + Lvision + Lreconstruction (14)

The nonlinear activations used in the network are rectified linear elements. This exper-
iment uses the Landsat image pre-training model, and the feature loss can be expressed by
Equation (15):

L f eature =
1
N
(F̂Lt1 − FLt−1)

b
(15)

Visual loss is an auxiliary component designed to improve the overall image quality
from the perspective of computer vision. The visual loss of this model is obtained by the
combined action of the text transformer and feedback mechanism, which can be written
into Equation (16):

Lvision = It
H1

+
N

∏
i=1

[Hi(ti − ti−1)]
αi [Si(ti − ti−1)]

βi (16)

The reconstruction loss is mainly a loss function from low-resolution images to high-
resolution images, and the formula is as follows:

Lreconstruction =
1

CHW
‖ IHR − IH1 ‖

1
+ It

H1
(17)

4. Experiment and Evaluation
4.1. Study Areas and DataSets

We use three datasets, namely AHB, CIA, and LGC, to test the robustness of the model.
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AHB is located in Inner Mongolia, China. The dataset includes 27 pairs of cloud-free
Landsat and MODIS images from 30 May 2013 to 6 December 2018, which have lasted
for more than 5 years. The Landsat images were obtained by Landsat-8 Operational Land
Imager (OLI) sensor, and the MODIS images were obtained by MODIS Terra MOD09GA
Collection 5. The AHB dataset has significant phenological changes due to the growth of
crops and other vegetation.

CIA is located in the south of New South Wales, Australia. The dataset includes 17
pairs of cloud-free Landsat and MODIS images between October 2001 and May 2002. The
Landsat images were obtained by Landsat-7 ETM + sensor, and the MODIS images were
obtained by MODIS Terra MOD09GA Collection 5. The CIA dataset includes many changes
in phenology but fewer changes in land cover types.

LGC is located in the north of New South Wales, Australia. The dataset consists of 14
pairs of cloud-free Landsat and MODIS images between April 2004 and April 2005. The
Landsat images were obtained by Landsat-5 TM sensor. The MODIS images were obtained
by MODIS Terra MOD09GA Collection 5. The LGC dataset can be considered to have
significant changes in land cover types, and its shape will change regularly due to large
floods.

For the three datasets used in this study, there are six bands of Landsat images, of
which the size of the AHB dataset Landsat Image is 2480 × 2800, the size of CIA Landsat
Image is 1720 × 2040, and the size of LGC dataset Landsat Image is 3200 × 2720, according
to relevant research [64]. In the model verification process, we experimented with four
bands: red, green, blue, and near-infrared.

4.2. Experiments Settings

Based on previous studies, this study only uses the first four bands for prediction. A
group of training data consists of three thick and thin image pairs (low-resolution and high-
resolution image pairs), which are the image pairs at T0, T1, and T2. The reference images
at T0 and T2 are used to predict a high-resolution image at T1. During the experiment,
we used 80% of the images for pre-training, 10% for verification, and 10% for prediction.
Because using the entire input image in the training process will lead to insufficient running
memory, we used block training data (the entire training requires too much memory) and
divided the AHB data into 160 × 160, CIA data into 128 × 128, and LGC data into 128 ×
128. In terms of the training details, this model uses the Adam optimization method to
update the parameters of the model, with the initial learning rate set to 0.0001, the batch
size set to 8, and the epoch set to 40. Python was used to implement the experiments,
which were tested on an NVIDIA RTX 3090 device. The specific experimental environment
configurations are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The experimental environment configuration of this study.

Parameter Numerical Value Parameter Numerical Value

operating system Ubuntu CUDA CUDA11.1

CPU AMD EPYC 7302 cuDNN cudnn-8.0

GPU GeForce RTX 3090 Pytorch-GPU 1.9

RAM 63G/DDR4 GPU memory 24G

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. The Evaluation Index Used in This Experiment

At present, there is no accepted standard that can uniquely evaluate the quality of
the fused images [65]. Different fusion indicators can only reflect part of the quality of the
fused image [66]. Therefore, this experiment selected six indicators for evaluation. See the
discussion below for details.
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The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [67] is defined as:

PSNR = 10 · log10

(
MAX2

I
MSE

)
= 20 · log10

(
MAXI√

MSE

)
(18)

where MAXI represents the maximum value of the image point color. The higher the PSNR
value between the two images, the less distorted the reconstructed image will be with
respect to the high-resolution image. The mean square error (MSE) of the two images is
defined as:

MSE =
1

mn

m−1

∑
i=0

n−1

∑
j=0
‖ I(i, j)− K(i, j) ‖2 (19)

where I and K are two images of size m × n, one is a noisy approximation of the other.
The structural similarity index (SSIM) measures the overall fusion quality by calculat-

ing the mean, variance, and covariance of the fused image and the reference image. The
specific formula is shown in the following formula (see the quotation for parameter details):

ι(X, Y) =
2µxµy + c1

µ2
x + µ2

y + c1
(20)

c(X, Y) =
2δxδy + c2

δ2
x + δ2

y + c2
(21)

s(X, Y) =
δxy + c3

µxµy + c3
(22)

SSIM(X, Y) = [l(X, Y)]α[c(X, Y)]β[s(X, Y)]γ (23)

Usually, the closer the SSIM value is to 1, the higher the similarity between the two
images.

Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionnelle De Synthèse (ERGAS) [66] is defined as:

ERGAS = 100
h
l

√
∑N

i=1(RMSE2(Bi)/M2
i )

N
(24)

where h is the resolution of the high-resolution image, l is the resolution of the low-
resolution image, N is the number of bands, Bi is the MS image, and Mi is the average
of the emissivity values of the MS image. The smaller the value is, the better the spectral
quality of the fused image within the spectral range.

The spectral angle mapper (SAM) [68] is defined as:

SAM = arccos
(

(Iα Jα)

‖ Iα ‖‖ Jα ‖

)
(25)

where Iα and Jα are the pixel vectors of the fused image and the reference image, respectively,
at the distance point α. For an ideal fused image, the value of the SAM should be 0.

The spatial correlation coefficient (SCC) [69] needs to extract the high-frequency
information of the correlation coefficient (CC) [70] and high pass filter. This paper uses the
high Laplace filter, which is defined as:

F =

−1 −1 −1
−1 8 −1
−1 −1 −1

 (26)

CC =
∑w

i=1 ∑h
j=1(Xi,j − µX)(Yi,j − µY)√

∑w
i=1 ∑h

j=1(Xi,j − µX)2(Yi,j − µY)2
(27)
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where X is the fused image, Y is the reference image, w and h are the width and height of
the image, and µ represents the average value of the image.

4.3.2. Qualitative Analysis of the Three Datasets

In this section, the AHB, CIA, and LGC datasets are used to quantitatively analyze
and evaluate the research model.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the ablation experiments in this paper. We selected
two backbone network models based on deep learning during the experiment: VGG [63]
and RESNET34 [71]. In the ablation experiment in which the backbone network is VGG, the
transformer network is combined with double branches and feedback mechanisms to verify
it. In the ablation experiment with RESNET34 as the backbone network, the transformer
network is combined with double branches and a feedback mechanism to verify it. It can
be seen from Table 2 that under the evaluation indicators, such as PSNR, SSIM, RMSE,
ERGAS, CC, SAM, and prediction time (TIME), the comprehensive evaluation of our model
is more accurate than other models. This shows that applying the idea of double branches
and feedback mechanisms to remote sensing image fusion at the same time can improve
the quality of the fused image. However, in the parameter comparison of prediction time,
our proposed model’s time is not optimal due to the reference of double branches. For this
problem, we will continue to optimize and verify in the later stage.

Table 2. Ablation experiments based on different backbone network models. (The abscissa represents
the index of comparison, and the ordinate represents different methods. In the table, “DB” represents
double branch, and “FB” represents feedback).

PSNR SAM SSIM ERGAS CC RMSE TIME

TTSR 32.2552 0.1010 0.8921 1.8994 0.6023 0.0244 308.73

TTSR+DB+FB 32.5730 0.0875 0.8949 1.8624 0.5589 0.0235 336.70

RESNET34+DB+FB 32.3738 0.0778 0.9077 1.9480 0.6092 0.0241 340.73

OURS 32.7311 0.0889 0.9091 1.5885 0.6414 0.0231 398.46

Table 3 presents the quantitative analysis results of different fusion models on the AHB
dataset. The evaluation indicators are PSNR, SSIM, RMSE, ERGAS, CC, SAM, and TIME. It
can be seen from the table that the model proposed in this paper is at the maximum level
except for the CC and TIME indicators. The CC indicator does not surpass other models
because the AHB dataset contains rich feature features, and the deep learning model does
not thoroughly learn a variety of feature features. The comprehensive evaluation results
show that the proposed method can produce better fusion results regarding radiation,
spatial structure, and spectrum.

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation of fusion results of the AHB dataset. (The abscissa represents the
index of comparison, and the ordinate represents different methods. Bold indicates the best result).

PSNR SAM SSIM ERGAS CC RMSE TIME

STARFM 25.9854 0.1843 0.7950 5.1480 0.7165 0.0506 1893.60

FSDAF 27.1617 0.1792 0.8166 4.7459 0.7762 0.0447 3406.97

DCSTFN 27.8403 0.1270 0.8426 2.1185 0.5622 0.0299 301.06

EDCSTFN 32.1307 0.1320 0.8880 2.1874 0.5869 0.0252 353.09

OURS 32.7311 0.0889 0.9091 1.5885 0.6414 0.0231 398.46

Table 4 presents the quantitative evaluation of the fusion results of the CIA dataset
based on PSNR, SSIM, RMSE, ERGAS, CC, and SAM. The table shows that, except for SAM,
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the other indicators reached the top level. This demonstrates that the proposed method can
produce better radiation, spatial structure, and spectrum fusion results.

Table 4. Quantitative evaluation of fusion results of the CIA dataset. (The abscissa represents the
index of comparison, and the ordinate represents different methods. Bold indicates the best result).

PSNR SAM SSIM ERGAS CC RMSE TIME

STARFM 32.7311 0.0745 0.8914 1.2473 0.8358 0.0233 808.56

FSDAF 32.9512 0.0721 0.8914 1.2251 0.8424 0.0227 1067.51

DCSTFN 30.8206 0.0638 0.9040 1.8215 0.7563 0.0294 25.34

EDCSTFN 33.2827 0.0678 0.9094 1.1988 0.8580 0.0217 35.40

OURS 33.5782 0.0662 0.9120 1.1682 0.8713 0.0210 40.30

Table 5 presents the quantitative evaluation of the fusion results of the LGC dataset
based on PSNR, SSIM, RMSE, ERGAS, CC, and SAM. As can be seen from the table, our
method has reached the leading level in all indicators.

Table 5. Quantitative evaluation of fusion results of LGC dataset. (The abscissa represents the index
of comparison, and the ordinate represents different methods. Bold indicates the best result).

PSNR SAM SSIM ERGAS CC RMSE TIME

STARFM 31.6338 0.0540 0.9336 1.1814 0.7873 0.0266 2410.56

FSDAF 35.5282 0.0456 0.9488 0.7387 0.8984 0.0169 4208.82

DCSTFN 34.2191 0.0435 0.9485 0.8810 0.8949 0.0195 330.10

EDCSTFN 35.5021 0.0515 0.9585 0.8180 0.9195 0.0168 340.34

OURS 37.3654 0.0361 0.9625 0.6405 0.9301 0.0135 359.39

The experiments on the three datasets show that our method has achieved acceptable
prediction results on the AHB dataset with many irregular regional phenological changes
and the CIA dataset with regular regional phenological changes. Similarly, for the LGC
dataset that mainly includes land cover type changes, our method is more vital to process
temporal and spatial information than traditional methods, and the other two methods are
based on deep learning and can achieve better prediction results.

4.3.3. Qualitative Analysis of the Three Datasets

This subsection mainly describes the qualitative analysis of this model and four
classical fusion models on the three different datasets. Especially on the AHB dataset, we
select other regions to evaluate the fusion results.

Figure 5 displays the results of some pasture areas on 29 August 2017. According to
the third column, we can see that our method can better reconstruct the image color and
contour details. According to the fourth column, the error of the depth learning method
is less than that of traditional methods. The vegetation index detects vegetation growth
status, coverage, and so on. Plants absorb red light due to photosynthesis. Therefore, the
better-growing plants absorb red light and reflect more near-infrared light. From the fifth
column, we can see that the NDVI index of our prediction results shows that the vegetation
area is closer to the raw image, which indicates that this method can restore the detailed
characteristics of vegetation very well.
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Figure 5. The results in pasture areas of the AHB dataset on 29 August 2007. (The first column shows
the original image, the second column exhibits the enlarged part of the red box in the original image,
the third column gives the prediction results, and the fourth column displays the difference between
the prediction image and the second column of the original image. The fifth column is the calculated
normalized differential vegetation index).

Figure 6 shows the results for some cities on 29 August 2017. According to the third
column, we can see that this experiment is more reasonable than other models in periods
of urban reconstruction, and we can see more urban contours. Although DCSTFN has a
practical effect on the reconstruction of the whole image, the urban details are not well
reconstructed, probably because the single branch convolution network can not extract
more urban details; in the two-branch convolution model of EDCSTFN, this situation has
been dramatically improved. The NDVI index of our experiment is close to the actual result.

Figure 7 shows some of the mountain results on 29 August 2017. According to the
third and fourth columns, this method is similar to other deep learning and traditional
methods. In the vegetation coefficient index, because the mountain area is selected as the
study area, there is less green vegetation; we can see that the NDVI index of this experiment
is close to the real level.

Figure 8 shows the overall results on 29 August 2017. In the overall results, the
subjective effect of this experiment is slightly lower than that of other methods. The
preliminary analysis shows that the network based on a transformer is slightly insufficient
for the task of high-resolution large-scale images, and it may also be related to the amount
of data needed. In addition, there are many different types of feature information in the
AHB dataset, which makes the training more difficult.

From the experimental results of Figure 9, it can be seen that the two traditional
algorithms, FSDAF and STARFM, have inevitable information loss in the image spectral
information from the overall visual effect analysis. It can be seen from NDVI that STARFM
has specific information loss in the prediction of green vegetation areas. Deep learning
methods can get better prediction results. Figure 10 shows a zoomed-in display of the irri-
gated area on the CIA dataset. It can be seen that DCSTFN and EDCSTFN are still partially
ambiguous, and the predictions obtained by our method are closer to the ground truth.
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Figure 6. The results in city areas of the AHB dataset on 29 August 2007.

Figure 7. The results in mountain areas of the AHB dataset on 29 August 2007.
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Figure 8. This figure shows the global rendering results on the AHB dataset on 29 August 2007.
(In the illustration, “Observed” means the ground truth label, and “Ours” represents the model in
this paper. The first row illustrates the actual color image of the individual model, the second row
depicts the difference between the predicted image and the original image, and the third row is the
model’s NDVI prediction of the image).

Figure 9. Global renderings showing 9 November 2001 in the CIA dataset.

Figure 11 shows the experimental results we obtained on the LGC dataset on 2 March
2005. From the overall visual effect, the performance of each algorithm is relatively stable,
but there are differences in specific boundary processing and spectral information process-
ing. Figure 12 shows an enlarged area of the LGC dataset to show details. We can see from
the enlarged display of NDVI and prediction effect that our proposed method can not only
better restore vegetation information but also realize the accurate prediction of boundary
information and better process spectral information closer to the real value.

In addition, we draw a heat-scattering map based on the obtained experimental data
on the three datasets, which mainly shows the distribution between the predicted and actual
surface reflections for the four bands. The first to fourth columns in the figure represent
four frequency bands, and each row represents a method. Due to the unique advantages of
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the transformer and feedback mechanism in this model in extracting global information,
it can be seen from Figure 13 that the method proposed in this paper has achieved good
results in four bands, especially in the last two bands, which shows that our method can
better capture the changes of regional rivers and road boundaries. As can be seen from
the comparison chart in Figure 14, the “point cloud” of our proposed method is narrow in
each band and has a high correlation, which indicates that our prediction results are closer
to the actual observations, and the proposed method is more robust in handling complex
changes. As shown in Figure 15, our proposed prediction results significantly impact the
LGC dataset, which can capture changes in land cover types and improve the quality of
fused images.

Figure 10. This figure shows the effect of zooming in on the details of the CIA dataset on 9 November 2001.

Figure 11. The global presentation results of the LGC dataset on 2 March 2005.
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Figure 12. The partially enlarged detail of results of the LGC dataset on 2 March 2005.

Figure 13. This figure shows a plot of the heat scatter results generated on the AHB dataset. (Zoom
in to see that the abscissa represents the band of the predicted image, the ordinate is the band of the
actual image, and each column represents the comparison of different models).
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Figure 14. This figure shows the resulting thermal scatter plot on the CIA dataset.

Figure 15. This figure shows the resulting thermal scatter plot on the LGC dataset.

5. Conclusions

This research optimizes and improves the prediction accuracy and image quality while
reducing the memory and time consumption of the spatiotemporal fusion model based on
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deep learning. This research mainly made the following contributions: first, the texture
transformation model is applied to spatiotemporal fusion in the backbone network of this
study to provide rich texture features in image prediction. Because the model is a deep
neural network model, the interior features can be extracted by adding the self-attention
mechanism module so that the model can extract both the overall feature and the local
feature from the internal structure information in the image patch. Second, a feedback
mechanism with high-level information refinement and low-level representation is used to
achieve higher image clarity in the image reconstruction process. Our experiments show
that on datasets with significant phenological changes and land cover change such as the
LGC dataset and AHB dataset, the proposed model is more stable than other models.

In the future, we are going to study the following points in the field of space-time
fusion of remote sensing images: (1) Reducing the model’s dependence on reference images
and fully takes into account the model’s ability to extract complex features without a
reference image. (2) The transformer has great potential in the field of remote sensing
images. Next, our research will mainly be carried out with transformer and generating
countermeasure networks.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CIA Coleambally ignition area
LGC Lower gwydir basin
AHB Aruhorqin banner
HTLS High temporal but low spatial resolution
MODIS Moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer
LTHS Low temporal but high spatial resolution
EDCSTFN Enhanced deep convolutional spatiotemporal fusion network
CNN Convolutional neural network
SRCNN Super-resolution convolutional network
VDSR Very deep convolutional networks
SRGAN Super-resolution generative adversarial network
EDSR Enhanced deep residual networks
SRDenseNet Super-resolution using dense skip connections network
STARFM Spatial and temporal adaptive reflectance fusion model
STARCH Spatiotemporal adaptive algorithm for mapping reflectance change
ESTARFM Enhanced spatial and temporal adaptive reflectance fusion model
STRUM Spatiotemporal reflectivity unmixing model
FSDAF Flexible spatiotemporal data fusion
UBDF Unmixing-based data fusion
SAM Spatial attraction model
STDFA Spatiotemporal data fusion algorithm
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SPSTFM Sparse-representation-based spatiotemporal reflectance fusion model
STFDCNN Spatiotemporal fusion using deep convolutional pair neural network
DCSTFN Deep convolutional spatiotemporal fusion network
STFNET Twostream convolutional neural network for spatiotemporal image fusion
GAN-STFM Generative adversarial network-based spatiotemporal fusion model
CS Component substitution
MRA Multiresolution analysis
IHS Intense-hue-saturation
PCA Principal component analysis
BT Brovey transform
LTE Learnable texture extractor
RE Relational embedded
HA Hard attention
SA Soft attention
FB Feedback block
RB Reconstruction block
OLI Operational land imager
PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ratio
MSE Mean squared error
SSIM Structural similarity
RMSE Root-mean-square error
SAM Spectral angular similarity
CC Correlation coefficient
ERGAS Erreur relative globale adimensionnelle de synthèse
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